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l-IERE wished made into an endless neck-
* * lace of one hundred links. The Jeweler charged 25 cents each for opening and joining a link. How
much should the lady pay for getting the chain mended?

1,000 PRIZES WILL, BE DISTRIBUTED
among those sending the best answers lo the above Pu/.zle.

For the best, briefest and clearest correct solution, $ 100 in Gold. to 'l>"ev 11?and^e?mesß,"the §IOO.OO will be equally divided

For the three next best, briefest and clearest correct solutions. SSO each in Gold, "halfthree tIUTC aro mori>

A valuable prize ("700 WONDERFUL CHINESE PUZZLES." by Sam Loycf) 'wilt also be sent

free to the next 996 best, briefest and clearest correct ansrwers.
This is the first of a Series of Prize Puzzle Contests which the publishers of Cheerful Moments are inaugurating, to call at tention

to the unrivalled merits of their publication. Ifyou are good at solving puzzles, you'll surely want to subscribe to Cheerful Moments
for there will be many chances to win valuable prizes.

The puzzles are devised by Mr. Sam Loyd, the greatest livingpuzzle expert and mathematician* They are all remarkably clever,
and will be found in every case capable of a simple solution.

These contests are open to every one without any charge, and it is not necessary to be a subscriber to Cheerful Moments to enter
them, on the contrary the publishers of Cheerful Moments welcome answers from everyone who reads these advertisements, feeling
assured that they will lie so interested that they will become subscribers and regular readers of their Magazine.

Cheerful Moments is a publication that has enjoyed a high reputation for many years, and is especially suited for home reading.
11 devotes a page in each number Io a puzzle department, in which it would like every reader of this advertisement to become interested.

The determination of the merits of all answers is to rest finallywith the Puzzle Kditor of Cheerful Moments.
'Ihe Correct Answer and the Announcement of Awards of above puzzle, and those that follow, will appear only in Cheerful Moments.

I he subscription is 25 cents a year, or it will be sent four months for 10 cents.
Address your reply to VVY/AftK EDITOR, CHEERFUL MOMENTS, 204 William Street, New York.
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